"Every week the bulletin gets more and more interesting."

-Sam McLaughlin - 309 Frontenac Street, Kingston, Ontario

---

**SAM'S SONG**

---

**NRC DX CALENDAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kc/s</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Dec. 14</td>
<td>C K T R</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>Trois Rivieres, Quebec</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 15</td>
<td>W T S L</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Hanover, New Hampshire</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 22</td>
<td>W K T Q</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>South Paris, Maine</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Dec. 29</td>
<td>V P O N</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>Pontiac, Michigan</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR THE NEW JERSEY NEWS RADIO CLUB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kc/s</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Dec. 14</td>
<td>K V I P</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>Redding, California</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Dec. 20</td>
<td>K W M T</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>Fort Dodge, Iowa</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 28</td>
<td>C H R C</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Quebec, Quebec</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 5</td>
<td>C K O X</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>Woodstock, Ontario</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 5</td>
<td>C K C Q</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>Quesnel, British Columbia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR THE NEW ZEALAND DX RADIO LEAGUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kc/s</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 15</td>
<td>K F E M B</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>San Diego, California</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Dec. 20</td>
<td>K W M T</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>Fort Dodge, Iowa</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL PROGRAMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kc/s</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tues. Dec. 16</td>
<td>X B R X</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>O'Neill, Nebraska (F/c)</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Dec. 25</td>
<td>C F N S</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>Saskatoon, Saskatchewan</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(High Mass 2:00-4:00 (S.rmbn in French) then music to 5:00)*

---

**HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE**

990 C K K W New 5,000 U-3 CDT
1220 W E R T Van Wert, Ohio NRC

**C K T R - Trois Rivieres, Quebec**

CKTR advised Hal Williams and Ray Edge of this special DX program which they wish to run on the occasion of their going to 5,000 watts. This is a Sunday morning, and there will be a couple other 1150 stations on, like KXMD and WOOP, but we hope this brand new transmitter will get through to you. They will appreciate reports on this new equipment. Mr. Charles Couture, Commercial Manager, says the program will be in French and English. So, please tune for this new CKTR transmitter and frequency and be sure to get those DX reports in to mr. Couture, whom we thank very ardently for the DX Test.

**W T S L - Hanover, New Hampshire**

WTSL will broadcast their first DX program for us, on, alas, a channel where there are a few all-nighters to buck, like WNET and CKFJ and perhaps one in Texas. To make identity a bit easier, WTSU is going to play band music and hillbilly music, and identify after each selection. As WTSU signs off at 11:15 p.m. each night and does not come on until 6:30 a.m., and has no regular time for its frequency check, this station is a MUST to almost all our members. So, our thanks to Mr. Ronald R. Delatte, Traffic Manager of WTSU, for his wonderful co-operation. WTSU is affiliated with WTSV, WTQN and WKBR, forming the Granite State Network.

Arr: Lofty Cooper.

Info on "Special Programs" above came from (KBEX* Len Kruse, and (CFNS), Fran Kittler.
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DX fair when I do DX. First a big Welcome to all the new members and wish you the best of DX. Verity to new ones after ten days without any. They are from WISH-1310 AM QSL card and a letter from W1IC, NMBX DX. Total 1,759. About 30 reports still out since 9/1. DX since last report: 11/22 - I DXed three hours and heard the test from W1XY which came in fairly good sounding W1KAAQ. Anyone know who the Spanish one is on 1560, doubt if W1RM. Seems AN. WISH-1310 AM. WY-1480 HS 4:45-5 when WTHK s/o on 1560. H1RA-1300 heard on 800 kc/s and announcer sail after midnight tune to 1250 and 800 via K1N1 so 860 is blocked now. W1K1-1480 s/o 5, W1K1-1550 s/o 5. Also Spanish on 1560 at 3:10 Monday. 11/29 brought me three new ones: K1PA-1200-1480, 1480-1480, fourth Monday, has changed from last f/c list, and W1PK-910 s/o 4:44, the Voice of Puerto Rico. Others heard but not needed were: K1OA-1350 in clear at 4, W1K1-1480 s/o 5:55, W1K1-1480 AM and 1200, W1K1-1540 test most AM, and on Thanksgiving Day heard no new ones but did hear W1P1-1320 s/off 2:05, H1K1-1230 s/off 2:07, W1NAU-1470 f-CE on Thursday 2:30-3:45. W1K1-1480 with r/c at 2:15 on. Someone on 1370 behind W1KD AM but could not catch ID. Hope to DX Sat-Sun-Mon so hope more toporex. Best DX to all and a vote of thanks to all running these fine DXes, all needed here but CK1J CHEX KMWT and CK1C. Calendar looks great. 708.
December 6 1958

"DX DOWN THE DIAL"

Send all items in E.S.T. to Ray B Edge—325 Shirley Ave—Buffalo 15, N.Y.

FR7Q CALL

620 WATE Knoxville, Tenn S/on daily at 0457 (Hal Williams—Seymour Con)

680 WRVM Rochester, N.Y. Info from Al Rubin, CE says RCA—Riverhead is ending their monitoring service as end of this year. WRVM's last check with them will be 3rd MON at 0030—0045 (Edge)

910 WLCS Baton Rouge, La. 24 Hrs.—SILIENT MON AMs 0100—0630 (Johanns)

WPRP Ponce P.R. S/on wk-days 0444 in English, then Spanish (Johnson)

970 WVOP Vidalia, Ga logged easily SUN AMs at 0600; WVSW silent (William)

1000 KOMO Seattle, Wash S/off at 0315 (Johanns)

1230 KLIC Monroe, La. S/on 0600, S/off 0205 (Ev Johnson)

WJOY Burlington, Vt S/on 0500; S/off 0610; F/C first part of the month but day or date not given (Wicklund—Fort Ope, Ont)

WSAL Logansport, Ind S/off at 0200 (Phillips—Clinton, Tenn)

1240 WJTN Jamestown N.Y S/on at 0530 (Wicklund)

WKBR Manchester, N.Hemp. S/off at 0105 (Wicklund)

1250 WLTU Wetumpka, Ala hrd St/Ting new 5Kw Amtr on 11/30 from 0212—0230 (Wicklund) Also hrd St/Ting 12/1 (Johanns—Buffalo NY)

1260 WZBE Boston Mass Ann as being on alright also on 800—CKLN (Johnson)

1280 KTOO Henderson, Nev. F/C 4th MON—0336—0345, not as listed (Johnson)

1300 WKLC St Albins, Vt. Last issue gave call as WKLC which was an error. WKLC is correct call (Bank Tyndall—Burlington, Vt)

WBER Cleveland, Ohio is an ALIGHTER 7 days a week and offering LP recordings to listeners over 50 miles away (Williams)

1310 WICH Norwich, Conn lost their 2 towers in storm on 11/28, not hrd here since, may be off or using emergency equipment (Williams)

1330 WASA Havre de Grace, Md F/C—3rd MON—0515—0530 with RCA and this too is their last check with RCA (Johanns)

1350 WAVY Portsmouth, Va 24 hrd, covering WADC here (Williams)

1370 WCOA Pensacola, Fla seems to be an alightner (Williams)

1380 WTOP Winston-Salem, No Car hrd alnite—SAT & SUN (Williams)

1390 WKKR Murphy, No Car hrd testing at 1241—1255—122—232—236 on 11/29.

1420 WTCR Ashland, Ky F/C—TT—0006—0016 on 11/25 (Wicklund)/ (Tyndall)

1430 WFHK Pell City, Ala hrd testing at 0339 on 11/22 (Phillips)

1440 KILO Grand Forks, No Dak S/off is at 0200 (Wicklund)

1450 WLDC Erie, Penn is dominant here on MON AMs (Williams)

1460 WPNA Phenix City, Ala S/on at 0456 (Johnson)

1460 WYAD Radford, Va S/had at 0527. Hrd 12/1 (Johanns)

1470 WLAG Alico, Tenn Hrd F/C on 12/1 at 0455—0505 (Johanns)

1480 WNAU New Albany, Miss Hrd F/C—TT—4th THURS 0230—0245 (Johnson)

1490 WLOK Memphis, Tenn Reg F/C—M—4th THURS 0200—0230 &later (Johnson)

1500 WLRM Remson N.Y S/on wk-days 0455; F/C—2nd THUR on 0201 (Johnson)

1510 WDRB Chattanooga, Tenn S/on wk-days 0155 in clear here (Phillips)

1510 WLAC Nashville, Tenn maybe SILENT SUN AMs as freq is clear here on 11/23 and 11/30 from 0400—0430 (Williams)

1570 WPLR Dundee, N.Y S/on wk-days 0600 (Grant Batson—Westfield N.Y)

1590 WAKU Latrobe, Penn F/C—TT hrd on 11/25 at 0107—0115 (Wicklund)

1590 WBBF Fernandina Beach, Fla F/C—4th THURS 0300—0315 (Johanns)

1590 WATM Atmore, Ala F/C on 2nd WED starting at 0215 (Johanns)

1600 WWRL Woodside, N.Y is your Spanish speaking station Ev. (Edge)

---

Definitely knowing that RCA will be discontinuing their monitoring service as of Dec 31 1958, it is suggested that those who happen to hear and report a station that will be testing for RCA this month, to include in your report if and to whom they will conduct their future tests with. WRVM says they are negotiating with Cambridge Castles of Cambridge, Mass. At present do not know if this pertains to all the RCA monitoring stations throughout the country or just the Riverhead, L.I. station. If new monitoring service is obtained by other stations, the times and dates of their F/Cs might be changed. Any changes noted would be appreciated.
DX is pretty good here at the present time. I have averaged two new stations every day. I have been getting mostly Mississippi stations. Varies in from WFAA, WBT, WGMT, WABE. There is a log since November 9. WATM 11/9 RS at 5 a.m., WLOE 910 RS at 3:05, WAXS 1440 RS at 3:15, WBRM 1240 RS at 11/10, WUSB 11/10, WJHS 1150, WKAA 950 RS, WLAU 1500, WSDY 1590 at 5:45 p.m. KLOK 910 11/13 s/off 6:00 a.m., 11/15 WXOD 1350 RS, WCIL 10:00 8:00 a.m. WMRI 1110 RS 3:00 a.m., 11/17 KOAO 360 RS 6:45 a.m., YFAL 900 s/on 7:00 a.m. EST. 11/13 WMT 690 RS 7:30 a.m. WACT 1430 RS 7:00, WIBR 950 RS 6:35 p.m. 11/19 KWMU 540 RS 5:45 p.m. WOOF 550 5:45 p.m. and KBOA at 5:40 on 11/1. Could anyone in the NRC solve this problem? WBT 1110 in Charlotte, N.C. and WSE 760 in Atlanta, Ga. both claim that they are the oldest stations in the South. Can anyone tell me which is the older?

Len Kruse - 216 Euclid Street - Dubuque, Iowa

Five new logins the past week at this DX den. On 11/13 I was happy to log Station WHSM-910, Hayward, Wisc. on s/on with RS at 9 a.m. on this Sunday morning. The 910 spot is controlled at this location Monday through Saturday by semi-local WHSM, but on Sundays they are silent, so we latched onto WHSM. On 11/16 I logged a test from Station WYFN-1480, Lackey, Tn. from 1:19 to 2:10 a.m., topping the frequency. I did miss the WHSM call letters when they used the WHMN call letters. On November 19, I heard a 2/0 from WRUI-1440, Dublin, Ga. at 1:30-1:45 a.m., with QHA from AN WVEI. Then at 1:45 a.m., I heard the first "on the air" ET of the O'Neill, Neb. station KVHC, which has moved from 1400 to 1350 kc/s and increasing their power from 250 to 1,000 watts. It was news, though, to find they had changed calls from KVHC to KLKN. I had not seen this in any of the late FCC releases, but sure sounded like the calls I heard on this test on 11/19. Station WYFN-1480, Loulsburg, N.C. was heard with its RS 6:00-4:30 a.m. on 11/20, for a new logging; QHA had from AN KBOA. On 11/19 I also sent another more complete reception report to the new WONA-1070, Winona, Miss. on W6 from 1:51 a.m. to 3:20 a.m. and actually topping the powerful WABN XERF. Four verifications received the past week, coming from: KQBO WHSM WBT KEBR.

Alan Herriman - 7504 Montross Street - Alexandria, Virginia

Since I am a new member of the National Radio Club, this is my first report to "Rungs." I hope to send in many more reports. Here are the new stations heard in the last week: WHXY-1440, WTAX-520, VKIS-740, WHW-360, WLW-1410, WEM-1420, WXHY-1210, WHY-1370 (first for Arizona), WKEN-1280, WBZ-1360, WBN-330, WINS-1010, WBN-1330, WHM-740 (first Oklahoma), WANG-540, WBN-1360, WBZ-1360, CKY-1310, WKNX-920, RO-910, COB-690 WFBG-540, COB-330, WHM WKBW WZIX. Is there a station in or around New York City on 1230 or 1240 which signs off at 10:04 EST with the National Anthem? I would appreciate help in identifying it. Thank you. (Welcome to the Club, Alan, and glad to have you aboard!)

Sounds like WGB-1240, Freeport, L.I., N.Y. to me now using experimental call XKXSRX-B.)

Jim Boettman - 207 North Hayden Road - Scottsdale, Arizona

Very little to report this time. On the evening of 11/22, I took a log on the semi-local KG-650 San Francisco. Then later that same night, logs were taken on KDON-1460 Salinas, Cal. s/off at 2:00 EST, KSEG-L70 Navajo, Son. s/off at 2:05 EST, and KOOK-1270 Tulare, Cal. on ES. Reports out to all but KCOO as they were verified from Stillwater. Haven't done much DX recently due to a rather heavy load in school. This is my last year and I want to make it one of the best, grade-wise. I should make Honor Roll this six-weeks. Rather be at the radio than the homework, but... Only one new veri., KSFO San Diego which completes 1130 kc/s for me. All U.S. stations, excluding KSFO, were verified back in Oklahoma as was KYW, Vancouver. That's it for this week.

Joe Brauner - Box 22 - Valier, Pennsylvania

Nothing new to report this week but a few tips that might be of interest. Som. Sunday morning s/off: WGER, Grunly, Va. on at 5:30 and with only WAXP-1250 QRM, very good here. WGB-1330 strong and clear at 6:00 a.m. WCR on top of 1150 at 6:30. Cold WX has brought poorer DX as usual here. WAXY 790 definitely still (or again) AM, being heard every morning but Monday this week. On 11/27 tried for EERL-730 f/o tip listed some time ago but probably not on. KERR 1350 strong with tone/voice, at sked 2:15-3 period. Station going off 690 with "Dixie" medley at 5:30 was probably VAPI; they use it and went off at 5:45 in November. Two nice v/ls, WBST and KESB. That's it for this week.

Overseas on KXK and WYJ and couldn't near WCRB. 73.
Hi DXers. DX continues good at this location so far. I don’t listen in too often but when I do it seems there is a new one to reward me for my efforts. By the way Ohio’s newest one WEKT in Van Wert, took the air on November 27th. They are on 1290 kcs., with 250 watts, about 50 miles away and are very hard to hear, due to WJAR QM. With no antenna they are good. I note that KFMI is on till 4 – don’t know if longer or not as the noise gets too strong on 540 after that. For the past few evenings from about 4:30 on, haven’t noticed Wagt on 1420 covering WHK. WHOA-dx came in very well here as did the one from WXXY. Some other stations heard were: WYRN-1480, KBSF-1460, WQSA-1470, WML-930, WML-1050, WMLD-1400, WML-1360, WMMI-1360, WMM-970, WPON-1560, WOLA-1290 along with many others which I will not list. If stations would come in as fast as new stations can be heard DXing would be a little more interesting. Just last week I received a veriey from a station for a report that was five years old. I never did send them a f/up. Last stations I do after one year has gone by. In fact just today I sent out f/ups to four stations I heard last November. As this will be the last report this year I would like at this time to wish one and all the very best during the coming Christmas season. I would like to send all whom we have met a personal greeting card but I just can’t due to the limited time I am working. See you all next year.

Jack Ward - 142 North 14th - Ponca City, Oklahoma

DX listening continues great at this location with the following added since last report to DX hills: 11/13- KYWK 960, WFDQ 1580, WQQ 920, WPDB 600, WAMY 1390, KASX-1460 ex-KANS. 11/15- WBEQ 600, WGBS 1460, KBFS 1460. 11/15- WNN-1600. 11/13- WERK 1460 ex-VWNE. 11/13- WJEA 1460, WJEA 1460, KCFI 1250, WPEB 1290, VJTN 1300, WZQK 1320, 11/31- WAPK 890, WHK 1430. 11/22- WQSN 1450. 11/23- KBA and WERT 1290. 11/21- KABP 1390, WJWK 1300, WJWK 1300, WZQK 1400, WHK 1430, WJLD 1350, WAC 1420. 11/25- WECS 1390. 11/27- WJMA 1390, WQEB 1390 am and WINS 1010. Varies in from WEKQ ex-WGEA, WELR WUGC KALY WGBS WLOH and KCFI. It is of interest to me to note that all of the 70 reports sent so far this season are daytimes. WGBS took over from 1,000 watters KLAK WQV ERLY and for a big part their 500 watts ruled the roost on 1600. KABP drowned out WQV. 500 watt WQV was audible behind 1,000 watt KBOO who are a powerhouse here. And WMBB and WJCB drift through WQSN-WKNO on 1460! Of the first 40 reports out, 22 have verified to date for 72% return. Mort Hesner: “X-" Color Radio” is CKY 500, Winnipeg. Carl Hauser: Thanks for WISK address, Len and Stan gave me on, correspondence from yours, which I used. To date, 11/27, no reply. My congratulations too, to Bill Prater. Deptone it, hope to hear WCLC one of these days, hi. Seems like at the moment we have many broadcasters on the NBC membership roll and active in BCB DX. I’ve no doubt that the "NBC thing" is getting into many areas of broadcasting where heretofore it was unknown which is a healthy condition for the NBC. 73s.

Herbert R. Hoads Jr. - 122 Carlisle Street - Gettysburg, Pennsylvania

This is my first report since joining the Club. Heard WBP 820 kc/s. Pt. Worth, Texas at 10:45 p.m., also WMAA 620 Dallas at 11 p.m. New series are WAM 1320 Pittsburgh Pa. testing; sent letter. KLUS 1160, Salt Lake City nice card. Have logged 149 and varied 54. I use a Hammarlund HQ-14C-A antenna is straight wire hooked onto a coaxial outside. I am trying six position directional switch inside TV antenna. It works well. I enjoy reading about what other members are hearing on the band, 73. (Welcome to you Herbert, and glad to hear from you.) 73s.
Harold S. Williams - 50 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

December 6, 1955

Dx by dateline: 11/23- WGN-540 Canonsburg, Pa., again the 250 watt was heard 2:47 from 4:45 to 5 o'clock s/off. From 5:45-6 WBOO-990 Orlando, Fla., completely covered WBG, Philadelphia. Strange but true, which reminds me that twilight DX is sometimes very good. 11/24- Letters of inquiry sent to WFB, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., and KDKL, Detroit Lakes, Minn., both 1340, as portions of their respective f/c's heard 1:05-2:00 and 2:00-2:15. KDO-1000 Seattle, Wash., heard with semi-classical music 2:45-3:15 s/off. WHOO-1290 Varetta, 0, on as per sked for NRG DX but not needed. WIBF-1510 Bedford, Pa., ET-4:30-4:40 and later but not needed. Thanks to the DX Down the Dial tip by Dick Morris, Bridgeport, Conn. I logged WIRC-630 Hickory, N.C., on their 5 a.m. s/on and in the clear for six minutes. North Carolina now the third state with 130 or more reports. Pennsylvania with 146 and New York with 133 top the list. Thanks to Ralph Johannes' tip I logged WCOY-1580 Columbus, Pa., at 6 a.m. s/on and in the clear for six to eight minutes. 11/26- WOKO-1240 Albany, N.Y. again testing. 11/27- WBEF-1570 Fernandina Beach, Fla., r/c-TT 3:00-3:15 except TT and no music. Easy through XHB. 11/29- CKUJ-900 St. Jerome, Q.C., on long, three hour DX for NNR but also not needed. Veruf: PP cards returned OK by WPWA-1230; WDEF-1570; WFO-1570 and WSMR-1580 (now 1530). V/1 from GMJT-1420 for first NRG DX varie.of the season. WTIG-900 for NNR DX and WHAY-970 for AN RS. The WTIG letter in longhand, WX permitting my next "musings" will be delivered to Kathy in person at the DX gabfest at Duffy's on 12/7. Veruf now 1,924. Sixteen more needed to hit my 2,000 goal. 73.

Jim Witchett - 1119 West Arbor Drive - San Diego 3, California

Between November 12 and 26 reports have been sent to 990 KAS for 3:22 to 4:33 Saturday 11/15; but they are not all every night; to 590 KYBC for AN Sunday 11/16; 980 KXBJ for an EP 11/17 and 1290 KTRN from 8 to 8:15 Saturday 11/22. KQCB did not seem to be on the air them. Varie are from 330 WIC for 5 a.m. s/on; 800 KXK, Wheatfield's newest; 980 KBE QSL card; said 1,000 watt auxiliary y/e were testing 11/17; 1310 KABC for 6/1 AN report and 1310 WFR-AN 11/8. No special DX programs for either Club have been heard here 11/12-25. The December 1 lineup is the most promising so far for us Westerners; hoping. Other DX notes of possible value; 1460 KDB said AN, but off at 3:30 on Monday 11/17 to return at 9 EST. Most of AN Monday 11/24 1590 XHIC, se Castro Bahia, Brazil, B.C. was 8-9 plus 10 decibles; apparently moved from 1240; Spanish language only heard, so no report from here. In agreement with Mort Meahan, what is your secret, Hank W.? I had thought of more DXing this week, with Thursday off, but guess bed too good, and receiver too poor. Back to shop with it next Monday; hope it improves. Pete Taylor: How about a Special from 1240 KANI? Only unverified list in the air. Gene Jones: Please don't reduce size of type; just increase number of pages and raise price. In your listing of AN stations by frequencies, alphabetical arrangement by call would be considerably more helpful than present listing alphabetically by states; just a hint. Seems to be all the news. Do your Christmas shopping early, and 73.

David E. Roy - 5121 Tafton Road - Indianapolis 25, Indiana

Have been DXing for about a year now, and just joined the Club, so this is my first report. On 11/27, KNX KEIV and KZNO came in fairly well to bring my total of states to 40. The rest will probably be tougher, though. A good thing to do if you want a certain station on a certain night and have to sleep is to set up a timer to turn on your receiver to which is hooked a tape recorder. By doing this I got KCED KEKZ and HJAT, all quite clearly. Does anyone know if WCSS WABC and WOR ever s/off? I get them so strong here I couldn't get anything else. Also what about WCKY? Does WJAS ever cut their carrier off when they s/off every day? Well, that's all this time. (Welcome to you, Dave, and hope to hear much more from you. WCKY and WOR never sign off, WABC silent Sundays, WCSS Mondays, WHAS carrier off Tuesday/Wednesday. -ED.)

Raleigh Biss - 484 Varcoa Road - Palm Springs, California

My lack of reports is for good reason - no DX and nothing to report. This AM I broke the ice and picked up a little data so here it is: XHHC, Ensenada, B.C. 1200 on with no beat must have been a test program. I heard them from 6:00-6:10 a.m. EST (Foreign announcements and no vocal orchestra music, slogan, Radio Bahia, address, Calle Primera) f/c- KFPL-1470 and KITP as listed forth Monday, also heard KNIT-1450 4:15-4:50 and KELY-1230 4:35-5 Fourth Monday. Heard WINS-1010 and CJCA-930 with AN Monday but didn't need either one. Recent verify: WBRK 1240 on AN, WTPR 1150 Monday All 3:45 a.m. s/on, WIGL 1380 surprise from a 1955 report. Best wishes.
This is my second report. I have been a DXer for one year and have 110 veries from five countries. Could anyone tell me how to stop TV from interfering with my DXing?

11/20 - WRC 600, 4:40 p.m. CST - 5:05. KAK 920 8:00-8:10 CST. KFI-640 3:33-9 p.m. CST. 11/11 - WABC, 10:00, 4:00-4:55 p.m. KVOO-1170 u.c. 1:40-1:56, KBN-560, 7:15-7:45 p.m. WKEF-930, 10:03-10:15 p.m. WZQ 1320, 10:15-10:20 p.m.; WTEC 830 10-11 p.m. and a station that's brand new and I am probably the first DXer to hear and report to it. It is WESI 1500 Leland, Miss. on 11/22 I heard it, and also WTRR-1750 5:51 p.m., KMG 630 kc/s. 5:45-5:45 p.m. WKEC 1470 5:03-5:15 p.m. CBAB 800 11:45-12:10 p.m. 11/26 - WLS 1320, 12-12 p.m. WTCN 1280 12:33-12:50. WHK 1420 1:05-1:25 a.m. WSPD 1700 1:00-1:25 a.m. Veries from Nov. 20 to 25 are KKH WDAF KKW CCM CSM KSSO WABC, 73 now.

Stan Kopps - R. R. 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

11/29 - WTRB 1570 f/c to 2:30. WMJS 1480 testing 2:49, for a report. Couldn't get a verie out of it last year. WAFB 1320 f/c 3:05. TT on 900 at 3:15, no ID. A little FM DX - WWHO 1500 5:02-5:15 for a report - didn't verify in the past. WGN 1200 over WCAU 5:30, and a surprise, KFOA at 5:40, not needed, though. Verie in from Radio Montserrat for Special of last March - a form letter, so probably all have one by now.

11/21 - KWHO (ex-WQUE) using new call, 920, Albuquerque, under WOKY 2:15. CCMU 1370 evidently AN and mentioning Radio Caribe, Havana, Cuba. CMX 1030 AN. XELA 1320 s/off 3 a.m. CSS-5 1378 3:35 a.m. 11/28 - No DX - no power, courtesy of four teenagers who snapped off pole in front of house at 11 p.m. 11/24 - WTMJ 1380 Walsenburg, Colo. 2:00 a.m. f/c, a new one. KEXL AN, also XENT and WBECS this AN. WAKR 1590 off 2:35 but s/on at 2:45 again. WBFB 930 carrier and TT to 3 a.m. WQFAX 1490 Marietta, O. very good with strong carrier also. Nice show of old time tunes 4 a.m. '79, a taster at 4:11 mentioned Arkansas at 4:45 s/off but someone fouled up ID. WTRC testing also.

Hope it was KOST. WKKH 660 Rockwood, Tenn. 5:19 a.m. over CKLY. WOXY 1530 Columbia, Pa. 6:03 a.m. for fifth new of AM. Veries WXDR and WYRN. 11/28 - Two new ones at once - KADY St. Charles, Mo. and WFPY Painesville O. 1:30 a.m. on 1450, also K3O testing. WONG 1570 ET 1:49 to return at 6:30 for ES. WJHE 1590 Talladega, Ala. 1:55 a.m. WAEF 960 test 2:19 a.m. LWBH 990 military band at 2:46 over WHOO. WHWY on AN show, 3:00. PM DX - WXY Salisbury, Md. for a new one to 4:45 p.m. s/off over WOC and through WSAN. 11/27 - WBFB 1570 TT 3:10. KTIN over CJMS on AN show plugging stereophonic show with KHOW.

Till Bicklund - 54 Pine Street South - Port Hope, Ontario

DXing this week has been the best this den has experienced for quite some time. Following are the stations logged here in one week. 21/11 - Logged WCFL-1000 to catch up on the powerful stations that I didn't copy when I first started to DX. 21/11, with much surprise logged WHEB-1000 at 4:15 p.m. s/off under WCFL. 26/11, took a logging on CKSR-1480 from 1:29 a.m. to 1:54, and WOPP-150 on AN sked. WCWY was also heard on AN sked, along with KILO-1440 at 2 a.m. s/off not enough for a report though. 24/11 - WMMA-1490 DX came in here 8-6 with a swell program, also WJOY-1230 Burlington Vt. between 5:00 and 5:25. I believe WJOY s/on is 5:00. At 5:30 logged WJTN-1320 at s/on on 24/11, 25/11 logged WTRA-1420 Ashland Ky. Tting for a f/c between 13:05 and 13:15 a.m. 25/11 - VISI-900 Pikesville Ky. with a f/c-TT at 12:15. WAKU-1570 Latrobe Pa., with r/c-TT in last year's list. Finally got enough to report to KILO-1440 at 2 s/off 26/11. Also heard on 25/11 veris: WIRE-1450 at 1:15 s/off, WHEH-1440 at 13 p.m. s/off ar and WDKR 1220 at 1:00 s/off. KILO-940 was weakly heard for no report. No veries have been received here now for over two weeks. 19/11 - CHUC-1500 opened studios in Port Hope. CHUC s/on is 7:15 and s/off is 4:45 p.m. in November. 73s for now.

Phil Jacobs - 3097 MacDonald Avenue - Montreal, Quebec

Hi! I have been DXing only on the weekends. Newest logging is: Nov. 15 - WTMJ-680 at 12:20 a.m. WEGI-920 at 1:02 s/off; KFI-640 at 1:15 a.m. for my first West Coast station. Nov. 22 - WFRB-910 at 1:15 s/off. Nov. 23 - CEVO-1500 at 12:03 s/off. WHEB-650 at 4:02 a.m.; WJW-950 at 4:10 a.m.; WIP-610 at 4:18 a.m.; CCM-1060 at 4:39 a.m.; KKK-1070 at 2:50 a.m. and WSJS-740 at 5:05 a.m. for my last catch of the season. That now arial sure helps reception. Thanks to Bernie Duffy for the nine letter. These stations will really help me. Only new veries are from WORK WJOY CEL WHOR WARY WHAS WMJ and WCH. For the first time since I started DX, I noted local WTCF-300 off the air at 4:20 a.m. and earlier. Fluorescent lights are a nuisance here. Almost every AM until 1:30. Good DX and 73s to all.
As of December 1 I will be doing all of my DXing from the new address in Connecticut. WILL be real glad to get at least 35 miles away from the New York ANE but still will have a lot of commuting to do as I am still employed at Wenzak. Glenbrook is on the outskirts of Stamford and I will be glad to see any DXers drop in but would appreciate knowing ahead of time if possible as I am often away from home. The only Vere in of late calls from WCEK-1270, Paul Deck, Station Manager signing the nice letter of verification. Haven't had too much luck with DX Specials so far but hope to do better in Connecticut. Have DXed from my brother's only a mile from where I am moving and the reception seems to be very good from that vicinity. Stations in New York area not yet sure of how they check frequency after January 1. CE.at WEFM getting together with others to try to work out the best solution. Will let you know when they come up with a solution, most of them against buying their own frequency monitor apparently. The new WSNO in Barre, Vt. owned by T.T.N and W.W.E. '78s. (Are they on yet, Ken? -Ed.)

Hank Wilkinson - 6520 Beeman Avenue - North Hollywood, California

Still working six long nights a week so DX time has been cut quite a bit. From the looks of the last several Bulletins I'd say that 30% of the NRC membership is out Christmas shopping or something. By this time of the season there should be at least 60% more reports in the messaging section plus an increase in the Foreign DX section. DX this year the season are much better than last so I feel that the bulletins should show the increase. That seems to be the only way to measure our activity in the field of DX. There are very few bulletins published where Lefty Cooper doesn't ask for more reports for his section of the DX NEWS. I recently saw a list of members, broken down into three voting areas of the U.S.A. and was surprised to see names of members with five consecutive years of membership who haven't reported to the various sections of DX NEWS for many months. Sure would like to see some reports from these fellows. It could make a lot of difference. My only good news in past week is a varle from VOA, 1140 kc/s., San Fernando, Philippine Islands on a report of October 27, 1956. My first station in the P.I. with another new country. I lived in the Islands when I was a kid. Haven't heard the new Hawaiian yet on 990 kc/s. By the way, many Aussie stations are increasing their power so perhaps next spring will bring additional loggings and varies from "Down Under" stations for the newer members as well as the "old-timers." Japanese, Chinese and Korean signals have dropped considerably in signal strength in past two weeks. Still haven't seen Carroll Weyrich's Log for which I'm impatiently waiting. Also, the WEF doesn't make its appearance either. I have nice reports out to HJAI, 1015 kc/s., YKU, 880 kc/s., and my annual report to FJA-10 655 kc/s. I'll be at the dials Wednesday, Nov. 16th trying to pick up several Alaskans that I need. I think that the fellows on the West Coast haven't been DXing because it's been too cold, hi, hi, hi.

Den Phillips - 445 Eagle Bend Road - Clinton, Tennessee

DX is getting better and better here in the den. I have logged 22 new stations in the last week. This brings my total to 370 with 65 verified. I received a very nice letter from Stan Hors today. Thank you very much for the welcome to the Club, Stan. Here is my log for the past week: Friday Nov. 11 - CKNY-580 at 6:29 ES; WKEO-590 at 6:30. 11/22 - I received my Joes Radio Log today and it is well worth the 500 price. New stations are KFQ-1330 RS at 3:43 a.m. ESU. WFLK-1430 at 3:49 testing behind WIL. WH-1230 RS 4:00. KQX-1290 RS 4:05, WLDX-1490 RS at 4:10, WTGS-1290 at 4:15, AN. WH-1440 at 4:31, WFSU-1400 at 4:41. Tonight I received WFLK-590 at 4:55 p.m. EST. WMJ-940 5:04, KLEO-1480 4:30 - must be a new call, KDIA-1070 at 5:50, KFBS-1310 RS at 6:00 and KEBR-330 at 7:50. 11/3 - I woke up at 4:23 to see if I could catch the WMAO DX. And as soon as I could tune to 1490 the announcer said "This is WMAO in Marietta, Ohio," and this gave me a big thrill. There was a lot of interference coming in on it. There was some station testing with a tone and another on AN I reckon, playing popular music. I couldn't get the call. At 4:55 WKEO knocked them all out with a fine signal here in Clinton. I started to fool around and also got WQK-1280 at 4:41, WJEN-1400 at 4:45, WHTG-1340 at 4:51, and WEG-1440 at 4:52. Tonight, November 26, I have gotten KOKY-1460 at 5:52 with a good signal until KMBL knocked it out at about 5:57. WKYB-570 at 5:59 and KXO-1460 at 6:00. My latest verities are WMAQ WHO KOAI UNVA WSGN and KSL. Reports are out to WKEQ WEGO WCDO KLEO WZKO WSGA and WSEP. I'll be seeing everyone soon, maybe next week.

TIP FROM OHIO (sent in by Bernie Duffy). Watch for tests soon from WFL-1290, Westport Conn., 1,000 watts directional daytime, expected to begin RS on January 1 or so.
I had a pretty active DX week here for a change with 13 reports sent out and received nine varies. On 11/23 new catchers were WXTX-1010 Nuevo Casas Grandes on AM with some type of special show and KAXI-550 on their AN show. I guess I got them just in time as I note they are changing back to their old calls KTSA, effective 11/27. Also finally got enough on CHJL-1050 through XEG to send a report. Only listened for a half hour on Monday morning 11/24 and sent a report to WONO-930 Dayton from 5:30 s/on and ES. Then at sunset send report to KOPY-1070 Alice, Texas on 8S in Spanish from 5:20-5:45 and a real powerhouse here and a new catch too. Also reported to KSOR-900 and KEJ-970.

Mexicans on about every frequency but most of them not too good. Did log WXTX-650 for first time but no report sent. Also at 11:30 p.m. heard KLEO-1480, ex-KANS on their ES. On 11/25 sent reports to WBAP-820 and WPAA-820 and on 11/26 to KRLD-1080. On 11/27 reported KOCO-920 for third report and a report to KETO also 920 for their AN show. Varies are in from KHOT-1250 KAPI-690 WAKY-790 KZMT-540 KSTR-620 KTDR-1240 KTVY-1050 KPOL-15-0 end last but least CNS-1170 which gives me 1,505 so finally reached the 1,500 mark. I hope everyone is having good luck with the DX Specials. 73s.

William B. Feidt - 4/7 The Fanway - River Edge, New Jersey

Two DX this week with fairly good results. 11/23 - WSNY-330 came through at 6:00 s/on, WPET-660 at 6:02 s/on. CKDM-730 at 6:30 for a surprise and a good signal too. WEFN-990 at 6:33 topping that channel. WTTA-740 at 6:45 s/on for a long sought one. WEMI-740 at 7:30 on top. WLBZ-660 at 7:33 before WNOJ s/on and was remarkably strong. WGTU-870 at 7:45 with WCKS QRM. WSTU-790 at 7:45. WAMO-860 at 8:00 s/on, but week. VIPW-1280 a real surprise under WMTT at 4 p.m. 11/24 - KERN-1410 at 3:00 was on top. CVJL-900 at 3:30 for a new one. WYKI-1480 at last at 4:00 s/on. WMAA-1490 at 4:00-4:15 with a fine DX program and a good signal, but still a TT on Monday mornings on this frequency. No ID. WIDU-1600 at 5:00 s/on just a hair before the WNEJ s/on. Actually I probably could have copied them with the loop even if WNEJ had been on. WBAZ-1400 at 5:30 s/on top of WBOX. WBBF-520 at 5:30 s/on and is now for me. CKYL-900 at 5:55 s/on in French. WPDJ-660 at 6:00 topping this frequency where WREC I believe, usually "hangs out." Now have 1,156 stations in the log. No verification from WPCF yet and report out to WMAA. Bernie Duffy: Your station s/off with "Dixie" on 690 is probably WAPE. Lefty: Kaminora-1000 is CKXU. Nothing definite on 1380 s/off Lefty. But sounds like WAKY. Anthony Legutotta: Was listening to Jean Sheppard on WOR a week or so ago and heard him mention something about a public school broadcast band station, as I remember, which reminded me of WNYR. He said it was operated by the students. He didn't go into any detail. This might help some. 73s and best DX.

Len Kruse - 816 Euclid Street - Dubuque, Iowa

The past week five new stations were added to my DX Log. On Sunday 11/23 I was happy to log four-month-old WGUS-1500 North Augusta, S.C. as they s/on with ES at 5:30 p.m., and heard Fair until 6 a.m. when WEPB yoked the air and covered them. A short time later that All I logged the brand new WANY-1390, Albany, N.Y. with its ES 5:20-5:45 a.m. and their signal came in surprisingly well at this den. On Monday 11/24 three-month-old WKTC-1310 Charlotte, N.C. was heard s/on at 4:55 a.m. with its ES, and heard till 5 a.m. when 5 in. WTOP s/on with its ES. With severe cold temperatures in Canada in the evening of 11/26, I found reception from the North was exceptional, and logged Station CKFR-380 Fort William, Ont. during ES 3:15-3:45 p.m. and on top of this frequency for most of this half hour. I've been after CKFR as long as I've been DXing, and that's since 1941. Then on 11/29 I heard the MRN DX from CKYL-900, St. Jerome, Que. For a new logging. Interference was had from CKBX, Prince Albert, Sask., till they s/off at 3:08 p.m., then CKYL topping the frequency till about 3:30 a.m. when All CKYL began breaking through. Latest verifications were letters from WERN KERR WGS KOMN.

J. Warren Routsahn - 351 South West Street - York, Pennsylvania

I am in morale this week from receiving the varie from Radio nondescript, Others were WABR WRBC HDMD CHUM. Copied CHUM Nov. 20 when WIV r/c didn't get through. 11/22 copied some Alls needed but dislike sending them reports, afraid it might encourage them the WAKY Special for MRN through good, WGER-1260 testing to 3:30. 11/23 - Sunned 1:30 a Cuban on 900 at 5:20, WOKR-1550 testing at 5:30, WIQD-910 had f/c 5:30-5:45. Then at 5:45 a.m. hurried across the dial to check Sunday s/ons and found CHML-900, WERTZ-1350, WSYF-390, WMB-940, CKSO-790. Later realized I needed WETZ so will camp there this Sunday to get a report. Chacked 1350 at 5:02 p.m. but found WDMT on top. 11/24-Trick KEMS-1290 f/c but not heard through WNFB WHIO and others there. WHBO (continued P.10)
(Warren Rutzahn, con'd from P. 9) was tops on 1320, WOAL on 1230 and CHML-590 all 6 a.m. 11/28, tried KEIR f/c, no luck, then for KQEO but only WOLY and noise on 920, KUSD-690 seemed to be going AN, WPVL-1460 testing 3:00-3:15. 11/27- Copied f/c from WCIR-1330 v/f Fourth Thursday 2:45-3 is correct on the NBC list. Then copied All's WNAV-970 with WWSV trying to ruin my ears, and WAKY-790. Reception was good and I heard a lot I didn't need. Will close now, 73s, about time to attack the turkey and hope you all had a good time doing the same.

Sam A. McLaughlan - 359 Frontenac Street - Kingston, Ontario

DX has improved here with the coming of the first snowfall and temperatures in the 20s. WISH, Indianapolis heard at 5:15 p.m. on Nov 20, same day WVEB, Beaver Dam, Wis., was heard with c/o/s at 5:30 p.m. The next day WNAV, Annapolis, Md. was heard: it's a 50 at 12:01 a.m. and WAVZ, New Haven, Conn. was heard at 12:30 a.m. Went home to Catineau for the weekend and CEER, Barrie, Ont. was tuned in at 9:45 p.m. WGR, Manchester, N.H. was heard at 8 a.m. on Nov. 23 with WIP in the background. Back at Kingston the surprise of the week was KNOX in Grand Forks, N.D. the loudest on 1310 at 9 p.m. CKDQ, 110 miles away with the same power was not to be heard. On Monday AN, WNU-1450 was heard with AN program. WSPA, Spartanburg, S.C. was heard with s/o at 5 a.m. but quickly lost in QSK. No sign of WMA. Only verifies in are cards from CEJ and CHM. I hope to catch a few of the numerous DX programs arranged. Many thanks to the arrange and the stations - it is a real thrill when a DX program from a weak station is logged.

Barrie Duffy - 77 Livemore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

Twilight DXing brought me the following additions: WJ5O 1590, Jonesboro, Tenn. s/off, atop WERY Connecticut and WAKR Ohio and others, @ 5:15 p.m. WANY 1560, Anorg, Mass. in the clear as they shut down at 5:30 p.m., and WOYY, the same channel, Columbus, Pa., as they cut off at 4:50 p.m., all on Nov. 29. Dec. 1, the only DXcast I got was WNB 1490 Greenfield, S.C. However I got these unread three ones that AM: WETU 1200, when looking for (not evident) WNY; a weak AN on 1290 @ 3-4 instead of CFAM, XHJP instead of WATT & 4:30, CKIX instead of KRAM on 230 @ 4:15, WTV Titusville, Pa. caught s/o on "A Hunters Program" @ 4:00 a.m. on 1290, and WPET, Manassas, Va. with a mail order program at 4:10 a.m. I consider V. Jones' log a very worthwhile, compact listing of stations, for its nominal cost of 50c.

Pat Reiley - 225 Crossman Street - Jamestown, New York

Varies back, WAP and CKDM after third try but still have 59 report out. Maybe Santa will bring a few. 11/23- CEJ, 540, off after 2:00. WEFK, 1230, test at 2:10 for new call. KBOH, 1270, 2:54. KQFY, 1550, steady S-6 here at 3:11. TT on 1230 after 3:30 but no call heard. 11/24- Bad static seemed to quit about 3:30. TIRB, 1280, S-5 at 3:37. KRES, 860, atop others at 3:44. A very weak voice on 640 but a TT also here on and off, 3:45 to 4:00 but couldn't catch ID of weak one. WMAA-Lx very nice here atop KTOP. KYFW, 1480, came on for day's broadcasting, both new calls for me. 11/25- Nothing but squawks over dial, perhaps Gary Hobbs' town was killing pigs for Thanksgiving. 11/23- An unknown on test on 1220, 3:30 to 3:39, sounded like WFIW. KUSD, 690, test at 3:50. At 7:52 p.m. tuned XEDM, 1580, atop others and pushed in by S-7 signals. 11/27- No DX, went to bed for early rising visit to sat turkey at wife's relatives. 11/28- 2:45 today here, DX very good today. KBOH, 810, S-6. Tone on 1440 top mass at 3:33 but no voice used. Heard funny one on 730 at 4:15 to 4:33. They gave frequency in meters at 4:29 but static burst drowned out any other ID. HJAT atop KRLD, 1080, at 3:55, 11/29- Bad blizzard for past 20 hours, very noisy, and to bed.

Robert E. Frock Jr. - 500 East Iris Drive - Nashville 4, Tennessee

It is always nice to receive a friendly veris from one of the older stations. Such was the case with a recent letter from WWGO. The Chief Engineer was most complimentary of the National Radio Club and its members. Have missed several DX Specials because of a broken alarm clock. WIGG was covered by WBOC; WXYX had a good signal over WKNY. WMAA was quite weak under KTOP, and CKIX was not heard at all. December 1 looks quite promising with seven Specials lined up. Has anyone verified both halves of a stereophonic broadcast yet? This has become possible with the introduction of two channel AM broadcasts. KAKX-220 and KFAM-1010 are on from 10:30 to 11:00 p.m. E.S.T. Monday through Friday with such a broadcast. WCOC-1170 and WHER-1450 will begin a similar broadcast on Tuesday nights next week. Recent veris/are from KNOE WADE WAPD WAFR WOCN WHCO WORO WWVN WYTV WOKK and WZB. I believe WOBO has a new Chief Engineer as the veris signal is different from that listed in August issue.

WILL WE SEE A REPORT FROM YOU IN THE NEXT ISSUE? WE HOPE SO - WHY NOT WRITE IT NOW?
OK, Lefty, here's one of your worst procrastinators, Feable alibi coming up. By right hand man, worked for me 20 years, suffered a heart attack on Sept. 5. Less paper work but more work in general, for me. Pretty rough on this old guy, but in spite of all the extra jobs around the place, buttoning up for winter, I still managed to get off to the start of my 38th year of DXing. We have no TV, Hi-Fi, tape recorder nor do I ever tune anything but the good old CBS. Vories total 5,170 and with the recent Monserrat vories, countries total 120. Without the tremendous list of Specials arranged by the CPC leads, the total would be far less. As proof, the following were all Specials verified last season and would never be heard otherwise. Most will agree that these good catches here in the East: KTUI-990 KUEN-1410 WITC-1230 KJBB-1800 CKSA-1150 WZIE-1420 WLDL-1170 WFAV-900 KMMH-1250 WKOI-1450 KUPL-990 CKEK-970, KSOO-1290 WCHS-1420 KSPR-1260 Monserrat-1550. There were many other W calls but take up too much space. I valued the WORY vories far above any other received in years as I have KMMH verified in 1930 and they changed to WFAV in 1932, so for 25 years I have wanted them. In spite of WZIE’s scheduled time, they were definitely on later, as a few others testified. CKSA’s DX was the toughest to copy, good thing they had organ music.

So get up to date, I note some of the boys wondered about the CIB on WTIG’s 900 DX. WKIS, the new calls for KATT, Pittsburg, Cal, almost drowned WTIG at times. At 8:00 they told how you could win a free ticket to the cinema in San Francisco. During the summer, Virginia became my 13th state to go over the 100 mark. Texas leads with 275, California 254 and New York with 207 but Pennsylvania is nearing the 200 mark with 194. Maybe they will make it some day. Well, with a good DX season coming up, new by-laws and guys like Lefty, Pal and Edge, plus the CPC and many staunch reporters and Fred’s International DX Column, the Club is more closely knit than ever. We even have both, our post laureate and Konley’s Cold Cabinet. We fondly hope that with all these we can’t go wrong!

Richard Morris - 218 Virginia Avenue - Bridgeport 10, Connecticut

DX here has continued to be tops since the last report to Musings. DX by daylight I think I left off with WQXT so I will continue from there. 11/11: WREY-930 and WLEO 1150 were both received. The WREY vories states its r/o is second Friday 12:30-12:45.

More DXing of the week. 11/17- A fine day with seven new ones: CMT-dx CKOJ-1490 on AN RS; WSIP 1490 on a f/c while looking for the WREY DX, CKEH 1250 on their 5:02 s/on; CKEN 1350 on their 5:427 s/on. Also logged at 5 p.m. was WIZA 1680 on their s/off. 11/18- Decided to try stations on clear channels with the following received: WANL 700 over WENM on RS at 7:15 a.m.; WREB 750 on top of the frequency. Already received WILD 1090 was about even with WIZA. 11/19- WDX on their AN RS; WVEI 1270 on their 5:00 s/on over WXYZ. It seems strange that a daytimer is allowed to s/on at 5 when the sun rises around 7. Also received was WIFS 1250 on their s/on. No report was sent though. 11/21- DX CX were very bad today with large amounts of static. Two new ones added today though: WKBY 930 DX extremely poorly and I don’t think I have enough of a report to send. Also logged over HJAT was KHDL Dallas. 11/23- Four new stations were added to the log today: WREY 790 7:57 Sunday s/on; WISG 790 on RS at 7:35, and two new stations on clear channels: WUST 1120 over KKJO and WADD 1210 under WCAU! 11/24- Another hamner AM with ten new stations heard: WDQO-dx about even with the 8-9 TT. KMBT 1550 on AN RS. Hard to log here with much slopover from WPTF. WATE 620 was logged at 5 s/on; long-wanted WJRC RS 5:23; WJBE 1230 5:30 s/on, WRAD 1460 RS 5:45 but not enough for a report. CHRC 800 was heard at 5:40 RS, CJAD s/on 5:45 so I couldn’t get a report. CHJGQ to get one though on their DX next month. WLOD 1550 on their 7 s/on (no anthem) and WAAT 1540 s/on 7 and to top it off WTOY 1540 logged under local WLQZ, RS 7:05. 11/26- WTAG 740 5:45 s/on in the clear. Today, 11/37- A station behind KDKN on English using COT, sounded like WTEL, a mixture between WEDO and WCDI, Hi, I think it’s WTEO though. I will try to ID it in next report. The thing that yuz les me is they are daytimers and heard here at 7:15 EST, 6:15 CST. 11/22- VERS 1490 and YNW 935 were heard on RS at 7:40-10 p.m. YNW using “Radio Mundial”. On 1050 I hear an AH Colen, use Radio-ora as the slogan. Also hear a SS AN on 1070 over WISC. Anybody have any ideas? Will list the vories in my next letter. 73s.

Well, the reports are a bit more plentiful this time. Let’s make every issue of DX NEWS just like this! We can and will - IF - and IT’S A BIG IF - IF YOU... I’ll just send in the DX DOINGS at your locale. DX is very excellent of late, so it is to be assured that all of you are HAVING A WHALE OF A TIME AT THE DIALS. Only let us know about it!
I don't believe there's a DXer in the world bested by more cross talk, ANs, noise level and any other difficulty encountered on the broadcast band than one Lefty Cooper, yet a look at the verification totals would certainly belie that. UDXC's August Talbi sums up DX succinctly. No matter how good equipment you have, "It's the Man Behind the Gun that Counts." Lefty, you prove the old adage about the "Power of Positive Thinking," Nobody's gonna log any DX if they're defeated before they start. A location like New York (or Los Angeles) offers a real challenge to a DXer, and I'd be willing to bet that a patient DXer could verify anywhere from 750 to 1,000 stations during the course of a season from New York without even listening after midnight or before 6:00. A little clarification on 11/20 Foreign section. Only HJAG TGU and NW are directly attributable to my listening sessions. All others are Rafael Rodriguez, with the exception of Madagascar and Lebanon items which came from an FEIB monitor in Cyprus, whose SW reports are among the best in the world. For purposes of security, he wishes to remain anonymous. These items come to me in the course of my UDXC editor-ship, and I pass them on. By the way, Rafael R. has translated a six-page glossary of Spanish terms for me, and I hope to have stencils on those to Hal soon. Will be much more complete. (Thanks for the kini words, John, and a card off to you pronto — Ed.)

Jim Ernest - 563 Park Avenue - Scotch Plains, New Jersey.

A few new ones have been heard here and are as follows: 11/15, 1:10-1:30, WJCI-960 heard on r/c; WHQ-560 on AN ES. 11/16, 4:30-4:40 p.m. CHOK-1070 was logged at sunset; WJDD-1130 was finally logged and report sent at 6:50 p.m. CT-560 was logged at 10:50-11 p.m. through a mess; WRAL-650 at 11. 11/17, 4:15-4:26, WSNJ-1450 on AN BS; WCAR-1130 at sunset through TWEW. Before they change their day pattern, they mess up TWEW. 11/22, 2:00-2:15, KQIS-740 on ES; WSUN-520, from 2:30-3:01 on AN BS, 11/24, 11:34-11:45 p.m., KQY-1310 on a mess of WCMN and some others. 11/23, WHGA-1470 from 10:30-10:50 p.m.; KEAB-1110 on AN BS after WBE went off; CHRS-1050 under KIG in Monterrey, WSNJ-550 at 4:00 s/o. Announcer said that all reports will be verified, so I hope for no f/up, hi. 11/28 - WJPS-680, 1:45-2:00 on AN BS; WHDO-990 was heard with a very weak signal from 2:00-2:10 but report sent anyway. 11/29, CKSL-990 on KQX-760, not needed. Verics are coming in slowly: KOA CEM WHQ, KVIS CHOK CHAB CHQ CREB DX from f/up, WJCI CIVIL CINC and WOAC. CHOK and CHAB had nice letterhead. CHQ sent standard CWO network card, asking no note that it was CHQ, they were verifying, I hope that everyone does well in hearing ZB1-1 DX. I asked the Program Manager that he publicize both Clubs - the DXNC and the NBC. Receive HJED-820 here every night, but I don't know how to log it, as all I have heard are two people gabbing in Spanish. ID as "Radio Lent" in Cali, Colombia. If I can figure out a way to log it, I'll have five countries and two continents. Q8s everyone.

Matt Zehnder - 7024 Gough Street - Baltimore 24, Maryland

Although John House and I have a little TA Contest, I'll be marking time until the middle of December at which time the three week vacation starts. I believe John is several up on me with his logging of HCIPA, and Mica L. Good work, fella, BBC Scotland on 809; BBC Eng Land on 3552; Rennes I on 6741; and Bordeaux I on 1205 are fairly regular here. Latest veric is a card from Sottons on 754. Numerous reports are out, and as replies are received here I'll shoot the information along.

Lefty Cooper - 446 East 31 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

Verics in from WJNX-1650 and WAWF-1320, both fine lengthy letters, and a "lovely" COEG veric (SV) for report on Radio Progresso's 670 and 690 stations. If they can't even understand Spanish, what language shall we use when reporting these, hi! DX: 11/26: On: NNC Tip, took f/c-H of WJAK-1480 2:45-3:00 behind a strong OC. 11/29 - Too late for a report on them, but I caught the s/off of WJNX-730 in the clear at 1:09 a.m. Should be easy for most of you in the East. Testing this AM were WJHE-1890 at 1:34, WABC-730 at 1:30 and on, and WNWN-1230 (the only new one to me) at 2:30 and on. CKTL's DX heard but since report was sent two weeks ago, I'm hoping John Marnell verify that one for me, eh John? At 2:50 on 960, a tester on f/o signed off; just too late to catch his ID. Tangier-935 heard but a bit too noisy to log them. They were heard until 2:45 or so. 12/1 If WBNY opened with a tonno selection, I heard 'em, and if not, I didn't, hi. WITU's ET and WBFP blocked anything else. WMEK fought through the S-9 carrier, still there, by the way, with that soft tone on it every Monday, as did unneeded WHEE. WBNY now s/o at 4 on 1460. Tester with music on 1380 at 4:10, then OC. WBFD-1570 heard at twilight (4:32 p.m.) not enough. 12/2 - On an NNC tip, logged s/o on WCTC-1310, 4:53.
1. Roger Anderson, Virginia. Adds NJAI------------------15
   Kermit Geary, Pennsylvania
   Charlie Conley, Pennsylvania
   C. M. Stanbury II, Ontario
   Frank Wheeler, Pennsylvania. No entries-------------------0

   Central League

2. Ed Krejny, Ohio. Adds TGJ, CHQ---------------------18
   Following no. entries as yet: Mauricio Mitter, Colorado; Jack
   Hathaway, Honduras; Everett Johnson, Illinois; Larry D. Godwin,
   Texas; Walls Perkins, Wisconsin; John Callarman, Texas; and Marvin
   Robbins, Nebraska.

   WEST COAST LEAGUE

1. Clarence Freeman, California. Adds CKLC, CFAC, CFPL, CFQC, HJKC,
   JOPJ, JOPK, JOPK, KSTTH, TGJ, WPRP, WPRP, WPRPA-----------92
2. Hank Wilkinson, California. Adds JOC, JOPJ, JOPK, JOBB, TGJ, WPRP, CFQC,
   JOPK, JOPK----------------------------------------------77
3. Don Reynolds, California. Adds CKWX, JQBP------------------32
5. Mort Meek, California. No entries-------------------------0

NORTH AMERICA

MEXICO--*XEJP (1150) Mexico City, was noted here the AM of 11/27
between 0130 and 0145 running program of orchestra arrangements.
Announces time every few minutes between selections, and slogan is
"Radio Velezadas". This is definite as I have been in their studios
twice the past 2 years, the latest being this past August when they
began using this slogan. Last I heard studios were still located as
Calle de Sevilla #6. Sr. Flores was talking about upping power, so
may have already done so. (REM) XEGE (1570) Tijuana, logged for first
time at 0107 10/11 through XRFB/CHUB. Have been noted in clear on
1570 since from 8/on at about 0815 and reported too. (REM) A very
pretty letterhead on verio letter from XEMC (1580) Mexico City. Signer
is Ramon Ferro, QTH: #22717, Mexico 6, D. F. Also sent
folder of pictures of Mexico City and photo of xmrn. (REM) Plain post-
card verio from XEMR (1570) replaces old prepared card, but not much
better. Signer is Almanzo Martinez. (REM).

LEWIS ISLANDS:* Most of the reporters are now reporting letters
from Radio Mortscrat, some verifying, others not. Verios are reported
by SRM, B.W. who says they add "A special thanks for your letter one
of the best received from your end. We appear to have been heard
better from your address than even nearer". KBS reports his was a re-
frusal like mine, and he also feels that his report was good. RAA says
his was good. REM reports that his was a "Thank you", letter, not
verifying his report. NCV reports getting one, but didn't say if his
was good or not. WRM has a good one, and he reports that it is one of
his best.

AleSkA--**AFRS**, Alaska Network, ID at 0500 on 10/12 on 790 Kcs.
through AM KNEW; verification letter promptly signed by Antonio
Ocampo, 1st Lt., USAF Comm. Office. QTH: 705th Aircraft Control and
Warning Squadron, USAF, APO 498, Seattle, Washington. Location is not
given; logs say king Salmon, Alaska. Station is a 250 watt, AFRS
satellite relaying Elmendorf AFB. Lcn call is KJNO-E on 15 & 20 meters.
(REM) KJNO (630) Juneau F/c of 10/27, logged as listed; verio letter
at hand replacing old prepared card of early KJNO-E. Signer is Rod
Hughes, CE, and now at KJNO as of 9/20/56. He doesn't understand
what BCB DXers are up to; mentions reports from New Zealand. I'll write
him a nice letter detailing just what this BCB DX business is all about.
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and see if we can make a FCB DX friend up in the 49th state. Noted
KJNO ET with band music during latter part of CJET's DX schedule
of 11/10. (RHM) KNY (600) Juneau, ER 11/26 until 5/24; ex-
cellent signal here. I'm sure others on too, but taped KNY for over
2 hours for detailed report as I'm still trying to replace my old pre-
pared card verio. (RHM)

HONDURAS—**-AREQ (7’75) Tegucigalpa, logged without too much trouble
on 11/12 at 1900 thanks to WBA's tip. (CMS)

CUBA—**-CMKV (600) at 2345 on 10/5 under WJCS carrying the 590
Cuban's program. (WEP) CMKV (670) at 1900 on 11/19 topping the fre-
cuency with the usual network programs. (WEP) CMJ (880) at 1955 on
11/6 under WJDS was heard by rotating my loop to bring the WJDS null
to its greatest point. This carries the programs of the 910 station.
(WEP) CMQG (890) at 2000 on 11/6 under the 910 network station below
and WLS. (WEP) CMI (890) at 0145 on 9/27 over WLS on this very good
night for LA's. This is a network station of the 910 Cuban. (WEP)
CMN (960) at 2130 on 11/4 on top of the channel. This carries the
programs of CMW-590 and is one of the best Cubans I receive. They may
have a complete network identification at 2400. (WEP) CJET (990) at
2130 on 9/27 with, only a fair signal and may have been a little off
the exact frequency. (WEP) CMI (890) Santa Clara, believed Cuban CMGF
not known station s'off’ 0600 11/9. (No WBS Sunday). (RHM)

Latin—**—"Radio Caribe" (1145) good signal nights. What is call? (Rah)

COSTA RICA—**-TW (775) San Jose, "Radio Caribe", seems to be most
frequently heard Central American this fall; failed to answer reports
in English and Spanish; tape; prepared card last season. Any help? (RHM)

NICARAGUA—**—another holdout from last season despite several
efforts to verify it WBS (855) Managua, any help on this one? Not
heard this season; from DX NEWS I gather has moved to 675 Kcs. (RHM)

SOUTH AMERICA

COLOMBIA—**-EJ (1020) Cartagena, "Radio Miramar", logged on
several occasions from 11/6 and on 2200 to about 2358 s'off. By far
the best South American signal ever heard here. (RHM) WJAI (1013)
Barraquilla, ID at 2245 11/6. I'd better say, heard at that time and
date, as not actually ID until some time later through help of LLW
and JG as well as items in the DTJEST. (RHM) Veric in from WJAI "Radio
Kalmarny" (1013) signed by Enrique Ariza R., Corinto. (Rah) CJET (820)
Call, "Voice of the Rio Caron", heard last two nights 11/25 and 11/26
loud and clear over WJAI/WLHP 2200-2300, same network as WAIK (840)
also heard with good signal, same hours, over WBS, (ED) On 11/24
between 2250 and 2305 "Radio Miramar", really poured in here. First
good Latin American heard here with new receiver. Featured music from
the "Salvador Tropicana" evidently a night club, announced as "Radio
Miramar" and in the "Radio Cadena del Norte on Cartagena", extremely
good signal, well over S-9 and no trace of KDKA or "Radio Panamericana"
(unusual QRM's). (WBN)

BRAZIL—"Radio Guaraní", Rua Colas 36, Bolo HorizontePRN6 is on
1340 Kcs. 0500-2300, Monday only to 2200. (WRN) "Radio Dragao do Mar"
is a new station in Fortaleza operating on 690 Kcs. with 10 Kw., call
ZY129. Schedule is 0500-2350, slogan "O Voz Mais Potente do Nordeste".
Address Edif. I. A. P. C., Rua Pedro Pecora s/n, Fortaleza. "Radio
Transam do Fortaleza" operates from 0500-2300 on 1340 Kcs. with 10 Kw.,
call ZY79. Address Rua 24 de Maio 554, Fortaleza. "Ceroa Radio Club" is
on 1200 Kcs. P969 from 0500-2300. (WBN)

BRITISH GUIANA—**-EFY (660) Georgetown again being heard Mondays
0400-0430 with solid 5-6 signal. Easy for verio material. (RJW)
Verifcation received for report of March 10 on 660 Kcs. (RES)

VENEZUELA—**—Barquisimeto station on 672 Kcs. believed to be YVMR.
(Rah) YVRC (790) Caracas, logged 5-3 to 3-5 on 11/16 2015-2039 com-
plottedly covering WAZN but lost completely at 2035 when WAZN suddenly came alive. Spanish report stated, "Radio Central" Caracas, heard 11/6 at 2130 strong and clear on top of WAFY. (ED)

EUROPE

ENGLAND-* BBC European Service transmitter heard 11/7 and 11/14 345 to 0100 very strong and clear 2100 to 0050, news in English, French, Polish, but identified in English. (This is still in West Germany, as far as we can tell here-PV) (ED) West England Regional (1457) Clevedon, heard 11/7 and 11/14 fair signal 0145-0200. (ED)

WEST GERMANY-*- Voices of America (1195) Munich, heard 2315-0130 fair to good signal, broadcasting United Nations news in clear after WWOA signoff at 0100. (ED) Norden-Osterloog (1295) EBC European Service noted at 0040 on 10/20 with a German Program. This was the loudest T. yet. (WBF)

LUXEMBOURG-*-Luxembourg (1439) was heard on 10/20 at 0110 with a fair signal and much QRM. (WBF)

BELGIUM-*-Brussels (926) at 0130 on 10/20 with one of the better signals. (WBF)

PORTUGAL-*-CBF-5 (1576) is being heard as early as 1815 and S-5 to 6 at 1830. Should be an easy one, and they verify promptly. (SRM)

MONACO-*-Monte Carlo speaking French logged on 1466 Kcs, with fair signal from 0130-0200 on 11/7. (ED)

AFRICA

MOROCCO-*-from a newspaper clipping we learn that a new radio tower intended to carry the Voice of Morocco to all North Africa was dynamited 11/22. The 1111 ft. tower just completed after six months of work toppled at 0200 under heavy explosive charges at Oujda, in east Morocco, near the Algerian border. Built at a cost of 20 million francs the great pile of steel tubes was to have been part of a new transmitter in the government's radio network. It was to have begun service in a month. (Via IW)

ALGERIA-*-"Radio Algerio" is now using 980 Kcs. in French, 890 Kcs. in Arabic, and 1421 Kcs. in Kabyl. (WRH)

FRENCH SOMALILAND-*-According to Mr. J. M. Webber, Information Officer of "Radio Somali," "Radio Djibouti" is currently using 1538 Kcs. (WRH)

NIGER (FRENCH WEST AFRICA)-*"Radio Niger", Niamey, will broadcast on 1511 Kcs. with 1 Kw. power. (WRH)

ASIA (NEAR EAST)

CEYLON-**The English programs of the National Service of "Radio Ceylon" are scheduled 0630-1200 daily on 920 Kcs. (WRH)

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC (Syria)**-Damascus' home service program in English at 1100-1200 is now broadcast over 500 Kcs. News from 1200-1220. French program follows. (WRH)

AIA (N.E. STD)

S.R. WAK-*Latest schedule shows that in addition to their 250 Kc. outlet of 5 Kw., which signs off at 0230 NZT in English, Radio Sarawak also operates a transmitter on 1500 Kcs. running 250 watts and in Chinese language. Off at 0300 NZT. (R.)

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS-* New station beginning transmission in the 1st week of September with the call sign of DKWW located in Davao City, operating with a power of 500 watts on 570 Kcs. (R.) DKWW is under the same ownership as DXWW on 1180 Kcs. Address P. O. Box 121, Davao City. (R.)

SURINAM-**According to verico received by a member BLFXX (1150) is running 20 Kw., and operated by the Evangelical Alliance Mission, P. O. Box 16, Inchnon, Korea. (R.)

JAPAN-*-JOUF (1320) is new Japanese commercial station located in Osaka. (WZ) Several Japs have been noted, but nothing actually new to
my logs. Reports out however to JCP (1100) 10/13: 0400-0630 over WWVA and under KVCO-ST, and to JUN (750) 10/21 at 0500. (RIM)

CHINA—"Radio Peking" (720) logged 10/19 intermittently from 0500 until after 0600. "Radio Peking" (840) transmitter believed to be at Nan-chang, logged at 0700 11/8, no sign of WLS. (RIM) Voice in from Radio Peking (840) on a report of 8.29 and also for 1020 Kcs. on a report of 10/11. Signer is Mr. Chao Yi-hou (Station # 1020 Kcs. actually closer to 1021-22 Kcs.) Came by air mail. New country for me. (NF) Kansu (1050) weak Chinese off at 0400 NZT with Music Box. (NZ)

OCTANIA

NEW CALEDONIA—Noumea heard on 1400 Kcs. July 11 and 12, opening at 0700 NZT with French programs. Believed to be on for Bastille Day and then off again, but expected to be on permanently by this time. (NZ)

AUSTRALIA—"AEC" ID at 0600 on 830 just ahead of WWCO s/on, report sent to SGI, Sale, Victoria, (RIM) 23ES (870) Sydney, N. S. W., believed station mixed with JTR at 0600 11/34 when WRL s/on blocking any possible ID; nothing for a report. (RIM)

NEW HOLLAND—KAI (870) Honolulu, s/off at 0400 11/24, QAR from Jap. (RIM)

MISTERY

What is the Spanish behind WEF (620)? Heard around 2230-2400. Could this be WEF (620) in Columbia? I would think this as it is the only high powered Spanish on this frequency in this Hemisphere. Does anyone in the NJ, NY, Pa., or Conn areas hear such a station? Would appreciate any help, as this will mean another continent. Too hard to get an ID due to WEF... (JE) (Jim, WEF is definitely being heard in the Pa.-NJ area, and I think is definitely your station-TV listen for Voz de Rio Canca ID.

REPORTERS

JE-Jim Ernst, 563 Park Avenue, Scotch Plains, New Jersey. /Penn.
BD-Benjamin Dangerfield 3rd, Governor's Drive, Sprout Estates, Chester, New Jersey.
HW-Harold Wagner, R. D. #1, Lake City, Pennsylvania.
SM-Stanwood H. Morse, R. R. 3, Bradford, Massachusetts.
CMS-C. W. Stanbury II, Box 218, Crystal Beach, Ontario, Canada.
II-G-Herb Campbell, R. D. 2, Box 20, Athens, Pennsylvania.
RAK-Roger Anderson, 7000 Eighth Road North, Arlington 5, Virginia.
RE—Marvin E. Robbins, 7805 Woolworth, Omaha 14, Nebraska.
RM—Harold S. Williams, 50 Third Avenue, Seymour, Connecticut.
REB-Ralph B. Sperry, 320 Warner Hill Road, Southport, Connecticut.
WFB-William B. Fieldt, 7/44 The Penway, River Edge, New Jersey.
WJ-Bulletin of World Radio Handbook, Lindorgstrasse 1, Kollwitz, Denmark.
WJW-Ken J. Wilkinson, 6320 Bonar Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif.
RA—Tune In!, Bulletin of New Zealand DX Association.
NZ—The New Zealand DX Times of New Zealand DX Radio League.
RIM—Roy E. Miller, F. G. Box 773, Bellevue, Washington.

GENERAL

I went to say "Thanks" to all of you for a great DIGEST this week. Actually much of the material came in last week but did not get used. There is other material at hand this week from other clubs and from other bulletins. However, all material from members has been used. Special thanks and welcome to four new reporters, Ralph Sperry for this season, and it's a welcome back to him. A brand new welcome is due to Jim Ernst, Ben Dangerfield, and Bill Fieldt. Hope you'll all be back again and often. Ben, please one side of the page only, the next time. Forget to mention the Contest Manager on Page 1. It is, of course, Roger Anderson, address above. Sorry, Roger, and I'll try to get it in right the next time. Keep your notes coming, the limit of 4 pages may force deletion of some non-DX essentials, but we'll use all material when we can do it in the four pages allotted to us. 73